
STATE OF CONNECTICUTDEPARTMENT OF LABORCONNECTICUT STATE BOARD OF LABOR RELATIONS
In the matter ofCOMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES, INC.- and -LOCAL 1199 DRUG AND HOSPITAL UNION,AFL-CIO

Case Nos. E-2024Decision No. 973February 16, 1971
A P P E A R A N C E S:Shipman & GoodwinBy: Brian Clemow. Esq,for the EmployerLeonard E. Seelig, Vice President,for the Union DECISIONStatement of Facts and DiscussionIn this case the Employer has recognized the Union as the bargaining representative for three of itsemployees but has challenged the appropriateness of including three other employees in the bargainingunit. The sole issue for our determination is the appropriateness of such inclusion.As the Employer states in its brief it "is a non-profit group medical practice, incorporated under the lawsof the State of Connecticut, established for the purpose of operating a clinic in the north end of Hartford."Its clinic status has not yet formally been achieved [but] an application has been made to the StateDepartment of Health for that purpose.The Union seeks inclusion in the unit of all six of the Employer's non-professional employees. These are:one full time and.one part time medical aide; one full time and one part time receptionist; one full timebookkeeper, and one part time maintenance man. The Employer requested a hearing before the Board todetermine whether the maintenance man, receptionist, and bookkeeper should be so included.The maintenance man is paid at the rate of $2.00 an hour on the basis of a 30 hour week. At the beginningof the hearing the Employer contended that he was an independent contractor but this claim is notrepeated in its brief and apparently has been dropped. In any event it could scarcely prevail. Thisemployee, Leak, has social security and income tax deductions made from his pay which is received bi-weekly. He is clearly an employee within the meaning of the Act, § 31-101 (6), although he is given a gooddeal of latitude with respect to his hours of work and the manner of its performance. He is not asupervisor within the meaning of § 31-101(13) for the very basic reason that he supervises no otheremployee. He is called upon to exercise a certain amount of judgment in the performance of his work, but



this has no tendency to make him a supervisor unless it is to be exercised in connection with authorityover other employees.The Employer in its brief points to several facts which it claims impair that community of interest(between Leak and the other employees) which should exist among the members of a bargaining unit. Heis apparently the only male employee and older than all the others. His duties are performed largely attimes when the other employees are not working. The work he does is unlike that of the others.Moreover, the employer claims he is really part of management (though not a supervisor) because he hasauthority to pledge the employer's credit in procuring supplies on a regular basis. What the evidenceshowed in this regard was that Leak would buy minor janitorial supplies (like wax, detergents, mops) onhis own initiative and either charge them to the Employer or pay for them and get reimbursed from pettycash. He would also arrange for minor repairs (e.g. by a plumber or electrician) which he could not makehimself. He had no authority to buy equipment or arrange for major jobs.The bookkeeper and receptionist also received weekly salaries (paid bi-weekly). The Employer claimsthat both jobs are “purely administrative." Yet both incumbents are clearly “employees” within themeaning of the Act and neither is a 'supervisor' by any test. The word "administrative" is nowhere usednor defined in the Act. (Contrast Municipal Employee Relations Act, § 7-467(2), excluding “administrativeofficials” from definition of "employee" under MERA). There seems to be no rational basis for carving outa new class of employees to be excluded from the wide protection of the Act beyond the classes carefullydefined.The Employer also describes these two employees as "office clerical" employees and points to thedifference between their functions and those of the medical aides.From the above we find that the maintenance man, bookkeeper, and receptionist are employees withinthe meaning of the Act. It is true that the National Board has held that a company purchasing agent orbuyer who has authority to pledge his employer’s credit in making important purchases which pertain tothe very essence of the employer's business is a part of management, to be excluded from the bargainingunit. American Lithofold Corp., 107 NLRB 1061 (1954). In this case the purchasing agent also supervisedtwo other employees. Leak's position is entirely different. The fact that as a trusted employee he maycharge the purchase of minor supplies used in his janitorial functions clearly does not make him part ofmanagement in any sense that would warrant his exclusion from a unit of employees.The principal thrust of the Employer’s contentions is aimed at the difference in functions of the variousemployees , and in Leak's case, the fact that his working hours, scarcely overlap those of the others. Thesefactors are entitled to consideration and in many situations they might lead to the exclusions which theEmployer urges. See e. g, R. L. Polk & Co., 91 NLRB 443 (1950); Wells Dairies Cooperative, 107 NLRB1445(1954). It is not at all unusual for this Board, as well as the National Board, to put office-clericalemployees in a separate unit from production employees. But there are factors in the present case whichlead us to find appropriate the unit claimed by the Union. In the first place, all the employees are underthe supervision of the Medical Director. He “is the director of the facility and he is responsible for all itsactions and activities" (Tr. 39). In addition, the petitioning Union desires to represent all six employees,and the extent to which the employees have organized is a factor legitimately to be considered. NLRB v.Metropolitan Life Ins. Co.; 380 U. S. 438, 85 S. Ct. 1061, 13 L. Ed. 2d 951 (1965); American Bread Co. , v.NLRB, 411 F., 2d 147 (6th Cir. 1969)*
* Under the Taft Hartley amendments to the federal act “the extent to which the employees have organized shall not becontrolling.” 29 U.S.C. § 159(c)(5). No such amendment has been made to the State Act. The cases cited hold that even thisamendment does not preclude the National Board from considering this factor. In the absence of such restrictiveamendment we may appropriately go at least this far.



A further factor to which we attach great weight is the small size of this Employer's operations. This hastwofold significance. It tends to enhance the community of interest. The mere fact that the group is sosmall lends a sense of intimacy and common cause that makes differences in function less significant thanthey would be in a larger organization. Beyond that is the problem of choosing practical alternatives.Each of the six employees, we find, is entitled to the Act's protection. If we follow the Employer'sarguments we should end up by carving out three separate units: one for the medical aides (andpresumably the part time receptionist); one for the receptionist and bookkeeper as office-clericalemployees; one for the maintenance man. Such fragmentation is surely not ideal. And a one-man unit,though we think it is permitted by the Act, should be created only as a last resort. Circumstances mayarise where three units among six people would be called for, but we find that in the present case thedisadvantages of such a solution far outweigh the disadvantages of the unit sought by the petitioner.We should add a word of caution. The Employer's organization is in a formative stage and changes arecontemplated in the near future. With such changes, different alignments may be made among employeesand different functions assigned to them. Our decision is made in the light of presently existing conditionsonly. We have consistently refused to prophesy or to advise what our decision would be under changedcircumstances. The parties themselves can scarcely forecast with accuracy what the future will bring andthat is particularly true where, as here, plans are in the formative stage. As a corollary to this the Board'sruling herein is without prejudice to the filing of a motion for its modification at any time when changedcircumstances have made such motion appropriate, if such modification is first sought throughagreement with the Union. DECISIONUnder the circumstances obtaining at the time of the hearing, the appropriate unit includes all of the non-professional employees of the Employer including the maintenance man, the full time receptionist, andthe bookkeeper.
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